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1. INTRODUCTION

LetfEL1(Tn), Tn an n-dimensional torus, be represented by its Fourier
series

f = I l(k) eikx.
kEZn

(1)

For ljJ = ljJ(~), ~ ERn' an appropriate bounded function defined on the
Euclidean n-space Rn , with ljJ(O) = 1 we consider the approximation off by
means

Mtf(x)= I ljJ(~)l(k)eikX,
keZn

v = 1, 2, ...,

for v ---+ 00. Most of the classical means are included in this setting. For
example, if ljJ = e-I~le, 0 < e< 00, or if ljJ = (1 + 1~12)-[312, 0< f3 < 00, the
means Mtf coincide with the Abel-Poisson (Abel-Cartwright) and Be~sel

potential means, respectively. Generating functions ljJ having compact sup
port lead to partial sums, de la Vallec-Poussin or Rlesz me~ns which have
been considered in [16]. In this sense the present paper is the continuation
of [16]. The rate of convergence of the means Mtf against f is measured
by

and by

00

L vSq-lllf-MtfILp(Tn)llq<oo
v~l

IIC~l v
sq

-
1

If(X)-Mtf(XWy/qILp(Tn)11 < 00,
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(3)
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where 0 < p ~ 00, 0 < q ~ 00, and s > 0 ((Lv v- 1( ... )q)l/q replaced by
supv ( ... ) if q = (0). It turns out that (3) and (4) are related to the periodic
Besov spaces B~,q(Tn) and to the periodic Lizorkin-Triebel spaces F;,q(Tn)
(for definitions see Section 2). For a certain range of parameters p, q, and
s depending on the smoothness of t/J, and of the decay of the functions
1- t/J(~) for I~I ~ 0 and t/J(~) for I~I ~ 00, we are able to give an equivalent
characterization of the classes of all functions satisfying (3) or (4) within
the scope of these two scales of spaces. Problem (3) for Abel-Poisson and
Bessel-potential means has been investigated by many authors in the cases
1~ p ~ 00, q = 00, and s > O. We refer to P. L. Butzer and R. J. Nessel
[3, Chaps. 3 and 12], B. I. Golubov [7], W. Trebels [25], and
M. Zamansky [31 ]. Results concerning (3) can also be obtained using the
comparison theorems by H. S. Shapiro [18-20], 1. Boman and H. S.
Shapiro [2], and J. Boman [1]; cf. also W. Trebels [25]. Our main
interest here is the extension to values p, q less than 1 and to spaces of
Hardy-Sobolev type. In particular, the characterization of (4) in the case
min(p, q) ~ 1 requires the use of some recent developments in the theory of
the spaces F;,q(Tn). We need some powerful techniques based on
inqualities of Nikol'skij type and vector-valued inqualities for the Hardy
Littlewood maximal function. The standard methods that work in the
case p ~ 1 and are used to treat problem (3) cannot be applied here. We
refer also to the negative results concerning pointwise comparison by
W. Dickmeis, R. J. Nessel, and E. van Wickeren [4]. Let us add that (4) is
related to the problem of strong summability, cr., for example, L. Leindler
[8,9]. The connection with the spaces F;jTn) was pointed out in
[15,21,22].

Let us also mention that problem (3) in the framework of Besov spaces
(nonperiodic case, p ~ 1) is treated in J. Peetre [14, cr. in particular
Chap. 8, and Chap. 11 for some remarks concerning p < 1].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall give the defini
tions and properties of the spaces B~,q(Tn) and F;jTn) and deal with the
means Mtf The main parts of the paper are contained in Section 3 and
Section 4. In Section 3 general results concerning (4) and the spaces
F;,q(Tn) are stated. The interplay between (3) and the spaces B~,q(Tn) is
considered in Section 4. Finally, these general results shall be applied to
derive results for Abel-Poisson, Bessel-potential, and Riesz means in
Section 5.

Throughout the paper, e, e', ... denote constants which may be different
at each appearence, possibly depending on the dimension or other
parameters.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Notations

We adopt the notation from [17, Chap. 3]. Zn,Rn> Tn have the
meaning. D'(Tn) and S'(Rn) stand for the distributions on Tn and the
pered distributions on Rn> respectively. D'(Tn) is identified with
(2TC-periodic distributions on Rn ). We put

(Fcp)(y) = (2n)-n/2 f cp(x)e-iXYdx,
Rn

(Fourier transform of cp E S(Rn ) and

J(k) = (2n) -n f(e- ikx ),

241

(5)

(Fourier coefficients of fED'(Tn)). Lp, O<p~oo, and C mean the
p-integrable and continuous functions on Tn' respectively. Their (quasi-)
norms are denoted by 11·1 Lpll and 11·1 CII. By Lp(Rn ), 0 < P~ 00, we mean
the non-periodic counterparts.

Finally, g * f stands for the convolution of f E S'(Rn) and g E S'{Rn )

whenever it makes sense. For the general background concerning periodic
distributions we refer to [5, Chap. 12].

2.2 The Means Mt f, v = 1, 2, ...

Let l/J = l/J(y) E Loo(Rn) and let l/J be defined for all y ERn' where
l/J(O) = 1. For fED'(Tn) we introduce

Mtf(x) = L l/J (~) J(k) eikx
,

kEZn V

v = 1, 2, .... (7)

Mtf has to be understood in the sense of convergence in D'(Tn ) or in
S'(Rn ). Both make sense and we have

IffELp, 1~p ~ 00, and if F-1l/J EL1(Rn) then according to (8) MtfE
and

(Mtf)(x)=c f [F-1l/J(V-1·)](y)f(x-y)dy,
Rn

If l/J is continuous in a neighbourhood of 0 then

v=1,2, .... (9)

(v-+oo)

in D'(Tn) or S'(Rn) for all fED'(Tn). This describes an approximation
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process by periodic functions, in general, and by trigonometric polynomials
if supp t/J is compact.

In order to prove our main results we need the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal function which is defined by

(Mf)(x) = sup I~I f
Q

If(y)1 dy

for any locally integrable function f Here the supremum is taken over all
cubes Q centered at x with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. Of great
use are the following inequalities which we adopt from [16, Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3].

LEMMA 1. Let 0 < r ~ 1. Let p(~) be a continuous function with
F-1p E L1(Rn) and supp p c {~II~I ~ 4}. Let

f(x) = L ](k) eikx
,

Ikl < 2j+K

j, K=O, 1,2, ... ,

be a trigonometric polynomial of radial degree 2
j
+ K (lkl 2 = (ki + ... + k~)).

(i) There exists a positive constant c independent off, p, j, and K such
that

IL p(2 - jk) ](k) eikX[r
kEZn

~ c2(K+j)n(l-r) f I(F- 1p(2- j . ))(y)lr If(x- y)lr dy (10)
Rn

holds for all x E Tn"

(ii) Let

(11 )

for all y E R n and for some real number A> n/r. Then there exists a constant
c' = c'(c, A) independent off, j, and K such that

IL p(2- jk) ](k) eikXlr ~ c'2Kn(1-r)Mlfl r (x) (12)
kEZn

holds for all x E R n, and all p(~) satisfying (11 ).

Remark 1. If r = 1 then we can replace the trigonometric polynomial f
by an arbitrary locally integrable function in (10) and (12) as far as the
right-hand sides make sense almost everywhere.
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2.3. The Spaces B~,q and F;,q

Let if> be the class of systems of test functions with the following proper
ties: There exist positive constants co, Cu and C2 with C1 ::s; 1 such that

supp Ipo c g II~I ::s; co}

SUPPlpkC{~ICI2k::S;I~I::S;:12k}
00

1= I Ip k( ~), ~ E R n
k~O

and

for each multi-index IY. and each k, k = 0, 1, ....

DEFINITION. Let O<p::S;oo, O<q<oo, -oo<s<oo. Let {1p)L':oE<P.
Let! E D'(Tn) and

h(x) = I Ip)(k) j(k) eik
\

kEZn

(i) We put

j=O, 1,2, .... (13 )

B~,q={!I!ED'(Tn), II!IB~)I'"

(

00 ) l/q }
= )~O 2)sq Ilh(x)ILpllq < 00 ,

B~,oo = {J I! E D'(Tn ), II! IB~.,xJ '"

= sup 2)S Ilh(x) ILpll < oo}.
)=0,1, ...

(ii) If additionally p < 00, then we put

F;,q = {! 1!ED'(Tn), II!I F;)I'"

= 11(~0 2JSqlh(XWy/qILp!1 < oo},

F;,oo = {J I! E D'(Tn), II! IF;,oo II '"

= II sup 2Js lh(x)11 Lpll < oo},
i=O.1....

(14)

(16)

(17)
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Remark 2. For a detailed discussion of these function spaces we refer
to [17, Chap. 3]. There further characterizations, e.g., by differences and
derivatives can be found (cf. also [26] and [28] for the non-periodic
analog). Note that the spaces F;:q' m = 1, 2, ..., 1 < P < 00 coincide with the
periodic Sobolev spaces.

3. GENERAL RESULTS FOR F;,q

H(~) = 1

3.1. Direct Results

Let h(O E S(Rn ) and H(~) E S(Rn ) be functions satisfying

h(~)=1 if 1~1~1,

supp h c: { ~ II ~ I~ 2 }

and

'f 1
1 2~1~1~2

supp H c: { ~ I~ ~ I~ I~ 4}.

(18)

(19)

THEOREM 1. Let lj; be a bounded continuous function on R n with lj;(0) = 1
and F-Ilj;ELI(Rn ). Let 0'>0 and A>n such that

sup 1F-1[121~I-cr(l-lj;(21~))H(O](Y)I~c(I+IYI)--< (20)
1=0, -I, -2, ...

and

sup IF-I [lj;(2 IO H(~)](y)1 ~ c(1 + IYI)--< (21)
1= 1,2, ...

hold for all Y E R n ,

If n/A < p < 00, n/A < q < 00, and 0 < s < 0' then there exists a positive
constant c' such that

holds for all f E F;,q 11 L I (modification if q = 00 by supv vSI "'1)·

Proof Step 1. Let fEF;,qIlL I, s>O, Then fEL p . Furthermore
Mtf E L p , cr. (9). We decompose

lj;(~) = lj;(O h(2 -L~)+ lj;(~)(1 - h(2 -LO)

='1(~)+X(~), (23)
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where L is a natural number to be chosen later on. The idea
"approximate" the means Mt! by the "truncated" means Mtf. We have

ll( f: vsq - 1 1!(X)-Mt!(XW)l/q ILpll
v~ 1 II

~c (1IC~l v
sq

-
1

1!(X)-MJ!(XWy/q ILpll

+ IIC~l v
sq

-
1

IMU(XWy/q ILpll), (24)

where MU has the meaning of (7) with X instead of t/J. We estimate the
first summand on the right-hand side of (24). Using formulas (4.6) and
(4.7) from [16] we obtain

00

I vSq-11!(x)-MJ!(xW
v~ 1

~ c f: 2isq sup I I YJ«2- 1k) J(k) eikxlq, (25)
i ~ 0 1 < , ,,; 2 k E Zn

where

Now, let us choose a function cP E S(Rn ) such that

supp cP c { ~ I ~ ~ I·~ I~ 1},

00

I cp(2- /O= 1
I~l

if 1~1~1.

It is not hard t~ see that the system {cpd;;o~o, defined by

k= 1, 2, ... ,

and an appropriate function CPo, is an element of CP. By the properties of cp,
h, and H we have

i+L+2
YJ,(2- ik)= I YJ,(2- ik)cp(2- lk)H(2- lk)

1=1

L+2
I YJ,(2- ik) CPI+i(k) H1+i(k).

I~ -00

(26)
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fl,u(x)= L \2- lk\U ({JI(k)!(k)e ikx,
keZn

By (30) we obtain

[=0, ±1, ....

(27)

I
L 1Jr(2~ik)!(k)eikXI

kEZn

= I:~~ 2
1u Ik~Zn 12 - ik\-U Hi+l(k) h+l,u(k) e

ikX
\.

The function IjJ satisfies (20) and (21). Therefore, inequality (11) holds for
all functions p(~) = 121~I-u 1Jr(21~) H(~), 1 < r ~ 2, where the constant c is
independent of L, I, and r, I ~ L + 2, 1 < r ~ 2. This is not difficult to see;
we omit the details. Hence we can apply part (ii) of Lemma 1 to the right
hand side of (27). This gives

I
L 1Jr(2-ik)!(k)e ikX

I

kEZn

L+2

~ c L 21u(M IJJ+I,ul r)l/r (x),
I~ -00

n
I<r< 1, (28)

where the constant c is independent ofj, L, I, r, x, and f (25) and (28) lead
to

00

L vsq - 1 If(x) - M;f(xW
v=1

(29)

This is the counterpart of formula (4.12) in [16]. By our assumptions
concerning A, P, and q we may choose r < min(l, p, q). Then

IIC~l v
sq

-
1

If(X)-M;f(XWy/q Iull'
~c(:~~ 2

1
(u-s)r 11(~o (M 12(J+I)}j+i,ul r (x))q/rr

q
ILp/rll)

~ c' 11(~o (M 1
2i}j,uI' (x)q/rr

q

ILp/rll, (30)
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where the last inequality follows by the assumption s < a. Applying the
periodic version of the vector-valued maximal inequality of C. Fefferman
and E. M. Stein [6] (cf. [17, Proposition 3.2.4]) to the right-hand side of
(30) we obtain

IIC~I v
sq

-
I

1!(X)-M;!(XWy/q ILpll

~c 11(~0 2
jsq

Ifj,Axwy/q ILpll· (31)

Repeating the above arguments with I~IO' cp(O instead of I~I-O' IJT(~) and
using that

the right-hand side of (31) can be estimated by c III IF;)I.

Step 2. We estimate the second summand on the right-hand side of
(24). Obviously

00

L vsq - I IMU(xW
v~1

00

~ c L 2jsq
sup IMU(xW

j~O v~2j, ...• 2j+l_1

~c f 2
jsq

sup I L X(2- l rk)](k)e ikx jq. (32)
j=o 1/2,;;,< 1 kEZn

Let {<pj t~o be the system of Step 1. Then (19) and (20) yield

We put

00

x(2-l.rO = L x(2-jr~) H1+j(O <P1+j(~)'
I~L-2

j=O,l, ....

1
I=L-2,L-1, ..., 2~r~1.

The function t/J satisfies (21). Consequently, using the properties ofh and
H, we can verify that the above functions PTA ~) satisfy condition (11 ),
where the constant c does not depend on r, ! ~T ~ 1, and 1= L -2,
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L - 1, .... Therefore we can apply Lemma 1, part (ii), to estimate the
right-hand side of (32). We arrive at

IIC~1 vsq~1 IM;J(XWy/q ILpr

~c1=~_ 2 2 -Irs II (~o (M 12(J+ l))j+ II r)q/rrq

I Lp/l (33)

where r can be chosen such that n/A< r < min( 1, p, q). The constant c is
independent of rand L. Using the assumption s> 0 we obtain from (33)
in the same way as in Step 1 (cf. (30) and (31)) that

IIC~1 vsq - 1IM;/(XWy/q ILpll ~C2-Ls 1I/IP;)1 (34)

for all admitted parameters p, q, s. Using (24) and the estimate from Step 1
this completes the proof of (22).

Remark 3. Let us discuss the conditions (20) and (21). To this end we
introduce the non-periodic Nikol'skij (Besov-Lipschitz) space B1.co(Rn).
Let A=I+r, 1=0, 1,2, ... , O<r~1. Then

B1,co(Rn) = {II IE L 1(Rn), I1II B1,co(Rn)11

=1I/IL 1(R n )IJ + L sup Ihl- r

I~I = I Ihl,60

xIILlrJ +
1 D'iIL 1(Rn)ll < oo}. (35)

The proof of [16, Corollary 2] shows that (20) and (21) are satisfied if

sup 11121xl- a (1- t/;(2 Ix)) H(x) IB1,~e(Rn)ll < 00 (36)
1=0.-1,-2, ...

and

sup 1It/J(2Ix) H(x) IB1:e(Rn)1I < 00
1=1.2.... '

for some number 8, 8> O. Moreover, if

I(P- 1t/J)(y)1 ~c(1 + Iy!)-'\

then

(37)

(38)

sup I Ixl'~'ID~(lxl-a(1-t/J(x)))l<oo (39)
0< Ixl ";;"1 I~I =m
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sup L Ixll,"1 ID'"t/J(x)1 < 00,

Ixl "'02 l'"l~m

249

(40)

where m is a natural number larger than it, imply (20) and (21), respec
tively. Here 0 < 61 < 00, 0 < 62 < 00. Note that (39) necessarily leads to

1- t/J(x) =O(lxl") (Ixl---+O).

It will be seen later on that (J corresponds to the saturation order of the
approximation process Mtf. Furthermore, the number it is related to the
smoothness properties of the function t/J involved. Note that we do not
need any smoothness properties of t/J at the point 0 itself but on R I1 \ {O}.
This is an improvement of [16, Theorem 3]. For consequences we refer to
Section 5.3 (Riesz means).

Remark 4. Let us mention that

if s> n(l/min(l, p) - 1), cr. [17, Theorems 3.5.1/1].

Remark 5. If we restrict ourselves to the case 1 < p < 00 and 1< q < 00

we can apply vector-valued multiplier theorems. This simplifies the above
proof in this case. We refer to the method used in [15J and in [17,
Chapter 3J, as well as to the results by H. Dappa and W. Trebels [30].

3.2. Inverse Results

THEOREM 2. Let t/J(~) be continuous at 0 and infinitely differentiable on
R I1 \{O} with t/J(O) = 1 and F- 1t/JEL 1(R I1 ). Let d be a natural number such
that

It/J(~/d)-t/J(OI#0
1

if 2~1~1~4 (42)

and let (21) be satisfied for a real numbed, it> n. If n/), < p < 00,

n/it < q ~ 00, and n(l/min(l, p, q) - 1) < s < 00 then there exists a positipe
constant c such that

holds for all f E F;,q (modification if q = 00).
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Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that ](0) = 0 (cr.
Step 1 of the proof of [16, Theorem 1]). In contrast to the proof of
Theorem 1 we use another system {qJJ L to define an appropriate
quasinorm in F;,q' Let w, qJ E S(Rn ) be functions with the properties

supp qJ C { ~ I~ ~ I~ I~ 2},
suppwcgll~I~I},

and

00

w(x)+ L qJ(2-J+1X) = 1.
J~l

Then we put qJo(x) = w(x) and qJk(X) = qJ(2 -k+ lX), k = 1, 2, .... Hence
{qJJL':oEcP and](O)=0 leads to the inequality

(44)

where c is independent of f
Let us put ry(~) = t/J(~/d) - t/J(~). Because of the smoothness properties of

t/J and (42) the functions

1~r<2,

are infinitely differentiable and have compact support. It holds that

.!j+l(X) = L p,(2-Jk) ry(r2-Jk) ](k) eikx,
kEZn

Let h be the function from (18) and let

j=O, 1, .... (45)

g',J(X) = L ry(r2-Jk) h(r2- L
- Jk) ](k) e ikx, (46)

keZn

where L is a large natural number which will be chosen later on. As a con
sequence of (45), (46), and part (ii) of Lemma 1 we obtain the estimate

l.fi+ l(XW = IL p,(2-Jk) g',J(k) eikXlr
kEZn

~c2Ln(1-r) (M Ig"X)(x), (47)
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where n/A< r<1 and c is independent of t, j, and L. If 't = 2j /v,
v=2j

-
1

, ••• ,2j -1, then we put (v=l ifj=O)

gv(x) = gr.j(x) = L: 1J(v- 1k) h(v- 12- Lk) J(k) eikx
.

kEZn

Now, (47) leads to

2J~ 1

Ijj+ l(XW <c2 Ln(1/r-l)q 2- j L: (M Igv!')q/r (x)
v ~ 2)- [

and hence to

(48)

We can choose r < mine 1, p, q). In the same way as in the proof of
Theorem 1 (cf. (30), (31» we derive from (48)

We split

Igv(x)1 = \- L: 1J(v- 1k) J(k) eikx

kEZn

+ L 1J(v-lk)(l-h(v-12~Lk» J(k) e ikX
\

kEZn

<I/(x) - Mtl(x)1 + I/(x) - M:J(x)1 + IM~/(x)l, (50)

where X(~)=(if'(O-if'(~/d»)(1-h(2-LO). It is not difficult to see that
(21) is satisfied with X instead of if' independent of L (cf. (32), (33)).
Therefore, Step 2 of the preceding proof shows that (34) holds true for this
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function X. Note that the restriction s < (J has not been used there. As a
consequence of (34) (with the just defined X), (49), and (50) we find

~C2Ln(1/r-l)-s IlfIF;)1

+c' IIC~l VSq-llf(X)-M~f(XWy/qILpll, (51)

where c' depends on Land r. We can choose r such that n(1/r - 1) < sand
hence L such that c2L(n(1/r-l)-s)~efor a given e>O. This proves that

C 11(~1 2
jsq

IJj(Xwy/q ILpll

~e IlfIF;)1 +c(e) IIC~l VSq-llf(X)-M~f(XWy/qILpll· (52)

Now, (52) with e< 1 leads to (43).

4. GENERAL RESULTS FOR B S

p,q

4.1. Direct Results

The functions H(O and h(~) have the same meanings as in (18) and (19).

THEOREM 3. Let ljJ(~) be a function satisfying the assumptions of
Theorem 1 with real numbers (J > 0 and A> n. If n/A< p ~ 00, 0 < q ~. 00,

and 0 < s < (J then there exists a positive constant c such that

(53)

holds for all functions f E B~,q n L 1 (modification if q = 00). Under the same
assumptions there exists a constant c' such that
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Proof Obviously, (53) is an immediate consequence of (54). To
prove (54) we split as in (23) and (24). Then we obtain

00

L 2jsq sup Ilf(x)-Mtf(x) ILpllq
j~O v~2J ....,2J+l_l

~C(~O 2
jsq V=2J,S.~£+1_1 Ilf(x) M:;f(x)ILpllq

+j~O 2
jsq v~/~£+1-1 IIMJ!(x) ILpllq). (55)

In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, Step 2, the second summand
on the right-hand side of (55) can be estimated (with obvious modifications
and using the scalar case of the Fefferman-Stein inequality). This gives that

(56)

In order to estimate the first summand on the right-hand side of (55) we
observe that

00

L 2jsq sup Ilf(x)-M:;f(x)ILpllq
j~O v = 2J, ...,2J+1- 1

~c (~o2jsq v~/~£+Ll II M iJ+t!(x)-M,7f(x)I Lpllq

+ j~O 2
jsq

Ilf(x) - MiJ+lf(x) ILpllq). (57)

Because s > 0 the second summand on the right-hand side of (57) can be
estimated by

00

c L 2
jsq

IIMiJ+t!(x)-MiJ(x)!Lpllq.
j~O

This follows by a modification of the arguments of Step 1 of the proof in
[16, Theorem 3]. Hence, we have by (57)

00

L 2jsq sup Ilf(x) - M,7f(x) IL pII q
j~ 0 v ~ 2J, ... ,2J+1-l

00

~c L 2jsq sup I!MiJ+t!(x)-M,7!(x)ILpllq. (58)
j~O v~2J, ...,2J+l_1

640/61/2-9
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This estimate is the counterpart of [16, (4.6)]. Modifying the method of
Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1 (cf., in particular, (29)-(35)) the desired
inequality (54) follows from (55)-(58).

4.2. Inverse Results

THEOREM 4. Let ljJ(0 be a function satisfying the assumptions of
Theorem 2 with real numbers (J > 0 and A> n.

(i) If n/A<p~oo, O<q~oo, and n(1/min(1,p)-1)<s<00 then
there exists a positive constant c such that

holds for all f E B;,q (modification if q = 00).

(ii) Ifn/A < p ~ 00,0 < U < 00, and n(1/min(1, p, u) -1) < s< 00 then
there exists a positive constant c such that

IlfIB;)1

( (

00 1/( 2j+l~1 )l/ulllq)l/
q
)

~c IlflLpl1 + J~O 2
Jsq

2-J v~2j If(x)-Mtf(xW L p

(60)

holds for all f E B;,q (modification if q = 00).

Proof Step 1. The proof of (i) follows exactly the line of the proof of
Theorem 2. We have to use the scalar Hardy-Littlewood maximal
inequality instead of the vector-valued one.

Step 2. We prove (60). The functions 1](0, PT(O (1~r<2), gTj~)

(1 ~ r < 2, j = 0, 1, ... ), and g.(O (v = 1, 2, ... ) have the same meanings as in
the proof of Theorem 2. Lemma 1, part (i), shows that

Ih+ 1(Xw=1 L: PT(2- Jk) gTjk)eikXI'
kEZn

~ c2(L+J)n(1-r) f I(F- 1pT(2-J. ))(y)lr
Rn

X IgTjX- y)lr dy (61)

for all x ERn, where r, 0 < r ~ 1, is a number to be specified. This is the
counterpart to (47) and corresponds to [16, (3.31)]. We choose r, such
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that r < min(l, p, u). There exists a real number }. > n/r for each r, 0 < r:::;; 1,
such that

(62)

(63)

where e is independent of 1", 1:::;; 1" < 2. Splitting the integral in (61) and
using (62) we find

Iff + 1(x)1 :::;; e2 Ln(l/r-l) 2}n/r

xC~o 2-
A1r

tl"'2_;+llg,jX- YW dy y/r.

We put 1" = 2J+ I/V, where v = 2}, 2} + 1, , 2} + 1 - 1. Taking the uth power
in (63) and summing up over v = 2}- 1, , 2} - 1 yields

iff+ 1(x)1 u:::; e2(Ln(l/r-l) + }n/r)u 2-}

X 2Ji-1 (I: 2- A1r f . Ig)x- y)I' dy)u/r. (64)
v~2; I~O Iyt "'2-;+1

By means of the triangular inequality it follows therefrom (use r< u and
Ar-n>O) that

Iff + 1(x)1 r :::; e2 Ln(l/r-l)r+}n - }r/u

X (
2Ji-1 (I: 2-Ar1f . Igv(x_Y)lrdy)\u/r)r/u

v=2; 1=0 Iyl "'2-;+1
:::; e2 -Ln(r-I) + }n- }r/u

x I: 2- Arl f+I(2
J

+i-
1

Igv(x- YW)r/u dy
I~O Iyl ",2-; v=2;

:::; e'2 -Ln(r-I)

:::; c"2 -Ln(r -I)

(65)

Now we can apply the Hardy-Littlewood inequality on Tn (cf. [17,
Proposition 3.2.4J) to obtain that

(66)
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00 00

L 2jsq
IIJj(x)ILpllq~c2Ln(l/r-l) L 2jsq

j=1 j=o

(67)

This is the counterpart of (49). Now we argue in the same way as at the
end of the proof of Theorem 2 to derive the inequality (60) from (67). This
completes the proof.

Remark 6. If p > 1, 0 < q ~ 00 then (60) holds true for all s > 0 and for
all functions with finite right-hand side. In particular, this leads to the
following corollary.

COROLLARY. Let t/J(~) be a function such that the assumptions of
Theorem 2 are satisfied. Let f E L oo .

(i) !f0 < u < 00, 0 < q ~ 00, 0 < s then there exists a positive number c
such that

(68)

holds.

(ii) !f 0 < q < 00, s > 0 then there exist positive numbers c and c' such
that

Ilfl B'oc"ooll ~ c (Ilfl Looll +j~~L 2
js

x 11(2-/jv~~jl If(X)-Mtf(XW) I L oo ll
1

/

q

)

~ C' (Ilfl L oo II + t~1 v
sq

- 1
If(x) - Mtf(xW IL oo I1

1

/

Q

) (69)

holds.

Remark 7. (68) and (69) show that the results obtained by L. Leindler
[8,9], L. Leindler and A. Meir [10], J. Nemeth [12], and others concern
ing the analogous problems for partial sums of one-dimensional Fourier
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series, de la Vallee-Poussin means, and Fejer means can be generalized to
means Mtf We refer also to [15,16,21, and 22].

Remark 8. If u ~ p then we have

II(2-
j 2/v~~1 If(X)-Mtf(XWY1U ILpll

~(2-/~+t~lllf(X)-Mtf(X)ILplluYlu

~ sup Ilf(x) - Mtf(x) ILpll. (70)
v = 21, "', 2j+ 1- 1

Hence the right-hand side of (60) can be estimated by the left-hand side of
(54) provided that u ~ p.

5. EXAMPLES

Now we are going to apply the general results of Sections 3 and 4 to
concrete (classical) means. For abbreviation let us put

(

00 )l/q
IlfIB~,q;Ml/JII:= IlflLpl1 + V~I vsq - I Ilf(x)-Mtf(x)ILpil

q
,

Ilfl B~,q; Ml/J, ull

(

00 II( 2/+
1

-1 )I/Ulllq)l/q
:= Ilfl Lpll + j~O 2

jsq
2-

j
V~2/ If(x) - Mtf(xW Lp I '

Ilfl B~,q; Ml/J, *11

(

00 )Uq
:= IlflLpl1 + j~O 2

jsq
v~/~E+l_1 Ilf(x)-Mtf(x)ILpllq ,

IlfIF;,q;Ml/JII:= IlflLpl1 + IIC~I VSq-Ilf(X)-Mtf(XWYlq ILpll

(71 )

(72)

(73)

(74)

(modification if q = (0). Given a generating function l/J we are interested in
the admissible range of parameters p, q, u, and s such that the above quasi
norms are equivalent to the quasi-norms in B~,q and F;,q' respectively.

5.1. Abel-Poisson Means

Let 0 < e< 00. The means

'ID~f(x) = L e-1k/vl;(k) eikx,
kEZn

V= 1, 2, ..., (75)
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are called the Abel-Poisson (or Abel-Cartwright) means. e= 1 corresponds
to the Abel and e= 2 to the Gauss-Weierstrass mean.

LEMMA 2. Let 0 < e < 00. Then the junction t/Je(~) = e-[~[e satisfies (20)
and (21) with (J=ejor all ,.1>0. Furthermore, F-1t/JeEL1(Rn).

Proof Let us put 11(~) = 1~I-e(1- t/Je(~))' Obviously, 11(~) is infinitely
differentiable on Rn \ {O} and it holds that

D"'I1(~)=D"'(~o(_I)J+l ()~~)!)=I~I-["'[I1"'(~)' ~#O,

where 11",(0 is bounded on glO< I~I <bd for all 0<15 1< 00. Hence, (39)
is satisfied for t/Je(~) for any 151> 0<15 1< 00, and any ,.1,0<,.1< 00. This
implies (20). On the other hand it is easy to see that (40) is fulfilled for
all A, 0 < A< 00, and all 15 2 , 0 < 15 2 < 00. This shows the validity of (21).
Now, let h(~) be the function from (22). We decompose t/Je(~) =
t/Je(~)h(~)+t/Je(O(I-h(~)). The function t/Je(~)(I-h(~)) belongs to
S(Rn ). Furthermore,

(76)

where hES(Rn) such that h(~)= 1 if ~Esupph. Using (35) one can show
that 1~le h(~) EB~,:,e(Rn) (cf. also [27, Remark 2.5.16/1]). B~,:,e(Rn) is an
algebra with respect to pointwise multiplication (cf. H. Triebel [26,
Theorem 2.8.3]). Hence, (76) yields that t/Je(Oh(~)EB~,-t;,;J(Rn)'Thus, we
have

for all A, 0 < A< n +e (cr. Remark 3 and [16, Corollary 2]). Combining
these results we obtain that F -1t/JeEL 1(R). This proves the lemma.

Lemma 2 shows that Theorems 1--4 can be applied to the means Iill~j(x),

e> O. All the assumptions which we need are satisfied if we choose (J = e
and A> n. This yields the following theorem.

THEOREM 5. Let Mt j(x) = Iill~j(x), v = 1, 2, ..., 0 < e < 00.

(i) IjO<p~oo, O<q~oo, andn(l/min(l,p)-I)<s<e then (71)
and (73) are equivalent quasi-norms in B;.q'

(ii) IjO<u< 00, O<u~p~ 00, O<q:::';; 00, andn(l/min(l, u)-I)<
s < e then (72) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B;,q'

(iii) IjO<p<oo, O<q~oo, and n(1/min(l,p,q)-I)<s<e then
(74) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;,(j'
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Remark 9. Let us note that the Corollary, in particular (68) and (69),
holds true with W~ instead of Mtf This establishes a result concerning
the strong summability of Abel-Poisson means. For the problem of strong
summability and strong approximation we refer to L. Leindler [9].

Remark 10. It has been proved by B. I. Golubov [7] that f E B~, <X)

0< S ~ e, 1~ p ~ 00, imp)ies that (71), with q = oo,is finite, Except for the
limiting case s = e thi~ coincides with one direction of Part (i) of
theorem. The corresponding one-dimensional result has been proved
earlier, cf. P. L. Butzer and R. J. Nessel [3] and W. Trebels [25] and the
literature cited there. Moreover, if

(v --+ (0), (77)

where 1~ p ~ 00, then f == const. This can be found, for example in
W. Trebels [25]. Hence, the upper bound e, s ~ 8, is quite natural. If
s<n(l/min(1,p)-l) then the assertions of the theorem cannot be
because the b-distribution belongs to B~,q and F;,q in this case. Thus some
limiting cases remain open. Furthermore, the question arises whether the
q-dependence in part (iii) can be removed.

5.2. Bessel-Potential Means

Let 0 < f3 < 00. The means

( I
kj2)-p!2

S!'!J(x) = L 1+ ~ j(k) eikx
,

kE Zn

are called the Bessel-potential means.

v = 1, 2, ... , (78)

LEMMA 3. Let 0 < f3 < 00. The function lj;13(0 = (1 + 1~12)-p!2 satisfies
(20) and (21) with rI=2for all ,.1,,0<,.1,< 00. Furthermore, F-1lj;peL1(Rn).

Proof It follows from the asymptotic behavior of F -Ilj;p that
F-1lj;pEL\(Rn ), cf., for example, S. M. Nikol'skij [13, formula.8.1/(6)].
The function I~1-2 (1 - (1 + I~12) - p!2) is, infinitely differentiable on Rn'
Hence, we have (39) with rI = 2 for all A and b l' Moreover, straightforward
calculations shows that (40) holds for all A and 62 , too. By Remark 3 this
proves the lemma.

THEOREM 6. Let Mtf(x) = S!~ f(x), v = 1, 2, ...,0 < f3 < 00.

(i) IfO<p~oo, O<q~oo, andn(1/min(1,p)-1)<s<2 then
and (73) are equivalent quasi-norms in B~, q'

(ii) IfO<u<oo,O<u~p~oo,O<q~oo,andn(l/min(l, 1)<
s < 2 then (72) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~,q'
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(iii) If O<p<oo, O<q~oo, and n(l/min(l,p,q)-I)<s<2 then
(74) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;,q'

Remark 11. Remark 10 applies to the means 'i!~ f, too. Furthermore, it
can be found in W. Trebels [25J that

v21If(x)-'i!~f(x)ILpll=0(1) (v --+ (0),

1~ p ~ 00, 0 < fJ < 00 implies that f == const. Hence the upper bound s = 2
is quite natural. For the lower bounds see Remark 10. The limiting cases
are not covered by our theorem.

5.3. Riesz Means

Let 0 < a < 00, 0 < e< 00. The means

( j
kle)a A .iH~,ef(x)= L 1- - f(k)eikX,

Ik["; v V

v= 1, 2, ..., (79)

are called the Riesz means (Bochner-Riesz means if e= 2).

LEMMA 4. Let O<a<oo, o<e<oo. The function t/Ja,e(~)=(I-I~le)"r

satisfies (20) and (21) with (J = e for all A, 0 < A< a + (n + 1)/2. Further
more, F-1t/J a,e E L1(Rn) if a > (n - 1)/2.

Proof Clearly, (40) holds for all A, 0 < A< 00 and all 15 2, 15 2> 1.
Furthermore, it is known that t/J a,e(~) satisfies (38) with A= a + (n + 1)/2,
cf. J. Peetre [14, p.215].

This implies that F-lt/Ja,eELl(Rn) if a>(n-l)/2. By Remark 3 we
obtain the lemma.

The lemma shows that we can apply our general results to the means
iH~,ef if a> (n -1 )/2. This leads to the following theorem.

THEOREM 7. Let MtJ(x) = iH~,ef(x), v = 1, 2, ...,0 < e< 00, and a>
(n -1)/2.

(i) If2n/(2a+n+l)<p~00, O<q~oo, and n(l/min(l, p)-1)<
s < e then (71) and (73) are equivalent quasi-norms in B;,q'

(ii) If2n/(2a+n+l)<p~00, O<u<oo, O<u~p, O<q~oo, and
n( l/min( 1, u) - 1) < s < e then (72) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B;,q'

(iii) If 2n/(2a + n + 1) < p < 00, 2n/(2a + n + 1) < q ~ 00, and
n( l/min( 1, p, q) - 1) < s < e then (74) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F;,q'

Remark 12. The above theorem extends our results obtained in [16,
Theorem 8J to the case e=I 2. Again, the case s = e is related to the satura
tion class of the means 9\~'Pf, cf. W. Trebels [25J or P. L. Butzer and
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R. 1. Nessel [3, Chaps. 12, 13]. Moreover, rJ. = (n - 1)/2 corresponds to
Bochner's critical index, cf. B. M. Stein and G. Weiss [24, Chapter 7]. The
question arises whether Theorem 7 remains true for some rJ. ~ (n - 1)/2 if
1 < p < 00. Partial results concerning part (i) can be found in W. Trebels
[25,5.2J and the references given there and in [23, 6.1.3J. For charac·
terizations by the norms (71) (with 1~ P ~ 00) for Riesz means we refer
also to J. Lofstrom [11 J, R. M. Trigub [29 J, P. L. Butzer and R. 1. Nessel
[3J, and to the comparison theorems by H. S. Shapiro [18-20], and
1. Boman and H. S. Shapiro [2].

Remark 13. Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 show that the Abel-Poisson
means W~f and the Riesz means 9t~,ef have the same approximation
properties provided that rJ. > (n - 1)/2, 1~ P~ 00, 1~ q ~ 00. Concerning
the characterization of the spaces B~,q this is well known, cr. the com·
parison theorems mentioned in the preceding Remark. For values p, q less
than 1 we have different properties; in particular, the admissible parameters
p and q depend on rJ. (p> 2nl(2a + n + 1), q > 2nl(2a +n + 1)) in the case
of the Riesz means. This is caused by the smoothness properties of l/J a, e( ~)
at the points~, I~I = 1. Furthermore, let us refer to the negative resl.Hts
concerning the pointwise comparison of Abel-Poisson and Riesz means
obtained by W. Dickmeis, R. J. Nessel, and E. van Wickeren [4].
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